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Aiken, Joan. The Far Forests; Tales of Romance, Fantasy, and Suspense. Viking, 1977.
77-356. 154p. $7.95.
A collection of sophisticated, witty tales for mature readers, this has the polished
R style that's Aiken at her best; it hasn't the exaggeration that is enjoyed by some of her
8- younger readers in books like Nightbirds on Nantucket or The Whispering Mountain
* but it has just as much imagination and humor. And a touch of the macabre. And
magic, and diversity.
Allen, Judy. The Lord of the Dance. Dutton, 1977. 76-51438. 124p. $6.95.
An only child of doting parents, shy and self-conscious, Mike never feels accepted
M by his peers, but when he goes to a meeting of a community group, he is drawn into the
6-8 periphery of a small circle. While they are investigating a building that is going up, a
strange old man asks them to choose one of their number who has the most humility-
and Mike is chosen. Thus he is precipitated into a series of fantasy incidents in which
he chooses to follow first the sun king, then the earth queen, and the old man-
Magnus--explains that they are not engaged in battle but in an endless dance, that he
himself is the Lord of the Dance. The realistic and the fanciful episodes are never
meshed; although Allen can create scenes that have dramatic impact, neither the story
line nor the message ever emerges clearly; the book ends with a longish monologue by
Magnus in which he explains to Mike that the positive is not only aggression but also
creativity (the sun king) and that the passivity of the queen has a destructive side. Mike
delivers an even longer speech, asserting his own plans for the future and Magnus,
smiling, says, "That is your role in the dance." Tenuous.
Angell, Judie. In Summertime It's Tuffy. Bradbury, 1977. 76-57810. 230p. $6.95.
There's an effervescent air to eleven-year-old Betsy's account of summer camp,
Ad where she prefers being called Tuffy. This isn't a story with much depth or substance,
4-6 but it's believable and amusing as Tuffy describes the girls in her cabin, the usual
pranks of the subteen culture, and the group's adjustment to the inevitable after they
are angered by the dismissal of a favorite counselor. They even try voodoo in seeking
revenge against the camp director.
Augarde, Steve. Pig; written and illus. by Steve Augarde. Bradbury, 1977.76-9943. 24p. $5.95.
First published in England, a bland and amiable story is illustrated with clean,
Ad spacious pictures that have a bucolic setting; the watercolor pictures have a style and
K-2 humor that is reminiscent of William Steig's work. The other animals on the farm
wonder what on earth Pig does, since they all have tasks and he does nothing. Mooning
over the good old days when there were acorns galore, Pig is delighted to find a small
oak tree. Since it is withering, he goes for a bucket of water; by coincidence, the
thatched roof of the barn is burning (hot sun) and, when Pig trips, his bucket flies up in
the air and douses the fire. So Pig is no longer an enigma but a hero. The coincidences
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(the fire and the bucket landing on the fire) weaken the story, but it has an appealing
element of achievement (albeit accidental) and it's written in a light, pleasant style.
Bach, Alice. Grouchy Uncle Otto; pictures by Steven Kellogg. Harper, 1977. 76-24304. 38p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
In a third book about twin bear cubs, Ronald and Oliver, the latter has an opportu-
Ad nity to test his mettle when he's sent to help Uncle Otto, who has a broken arm but
K-2 complains about everything else as well. Ronald has blways claimed to be the smartest
bear, but when he comes over and pretends he's his twin (talking incessantly about
how wonderful Ronald is), Uncle Otto sees through the ruse. Grouchy Uncle Otto
decides he's the smartest bear himself, and he hints strongly that modest Oliver will be
his heir. The story is less cohesive than its predecessor, The Most Delicious Camping
Trip Ever, rather rambling and a bit repetitive. There is, however, an appeal to the
triumph of the underbear, and much humor in the writing. The pictures, brown and
white drawings, echo the humor, especially in such details as book titles: Why Hiber-
nate? or Ice Fishing.
Bang, Molly, comp. The Buried Moon and Other Stories; comp. and illus. by Molly Bang.
Scribner, 1977. 76-58238. 63p. $5.95.
Five tales of magic are told in high style, with a good sense of the oral tradition, and
R in one case, "The Wolf in Disguise," adroitly blending the Grimm Brothers' "The
4-6 Wolf and the Seven Kids" and a Japanese version of the story. The title story and
"William and Jack and the King of England" are English, the first a witchy tale of the
moon trapped by evil creatures and the second a sturdy traditional tale of brothers, a
mother's blessing, a magical object, and a princess won. The two other stories are from
China and India, the latter a stately tale from the Mahabharata and the former a brief,
rather breezy tale of magic and vengeance. There's nice variety of source and style,
and the dramatic black and white illustrations are softened by grey tones, strong in use
of light and shadow and in the contrast between delicate details and textural masses.
Barkin, Carol. Slapdash Alterations; How to Recycle Your Wardrobe; by Carol Barkin and
Elizabeth James; illus. by Rita Floddn Leydon. Lothrop, 1977. 76-58365. 92p. Trade
ed. $5.50; Library ed. $4.84 net.
The authors of Slapdash Sewing again use a practical, casual approach to a do-it-
R yourself skill in a brisk and sensible text that gives both specific advice and general
5-8 suggestions. Specific instructions are given, for example, for altering clothes that are
too short or long, or too tight or loose; there's advice on cutting garments down to
make a blouse or a tunic out of a dress, on adding trim, on making shorts from pants or a
dickey from a blouse. The diagrams are adequately labelled and carefully placed in
relation to the text; the instructions are clear; the writing is breezy and conversational.
Bason, Lillian. Those Foolish Molboes! illus. by Margot Tomes. Coward, 1977. 76-42459. 47p.
$4.99.
Mols, a peninsula in Denmark, has been a butt of noodlehead stories for over two
R centuries. Like the fools of Chelm, the Molboes are blandly and cheerfully stupid: they
2-4 hide their precious churchbell in the sea so the enemy (in a faraway war) won't get it,
and they mark the spot by putting an "X" on the side of the rowboat. A second story is
familiar in the folklore of many countries: the dolts who get confused when counting
because each forgets to count himself. In the third tale, the Molboes buy a small boat
and confidently wait for it to grow big like its mother. The illustrations, alternately in
color and in black and white, show the slightly scruffy peasant figures with comic flair;
Tomes uses deft touches to suggest awkwardness or bucolic origin: red noses, large
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hands, sabots. The tales are simply told, perhaps over-explained, but the humor
should appeal equally to young readers or to a read-aloud audience.
Beame, Rona. Emergency! written and photographed by Rona Beame. Messner, 1977. 76-
57778. 64p. $6.64.
Profusely illustrated with action pictures of good quality, the text describes the
Ad emergency services at New York's Bellevue Hospital: ambulance service, pediatric
4-6 emergency service, adult emergency service, and emergency ward. In each case, the
chapter includes a running account of patients who come in, sequentially, through a
medical team's shift. The book certainly gives a vivid impression of the tempo and
tension of emergency work, and it gives many facts about staff and procedures; the
writing style is adequate despite occasional lapses: "stomaches" is a serious error in a
book that has to do with medicine, and the use of "nauseous" rather than
"nauseated," although it is common parlance, seems odd when it is from the lips of a
nurse.
Bernstein, Joanne E. When People Die; by Joanne E. Bernstein and Stephen V. Gullo;
photographs by Rosmarie Hausherr. Dutton, 1977. 76-23099. 36p. $6.95.
Written by a specialist in early childhood education and a psychologist, illustrated
R by well-chosen photographs, and addressed directly to children, this is a discussion of
K-3 death that is sensible, fairly comprehensive, and tender without being somber or
mawkish. Intended to answer most of the questions children ask, it describes the cycle
of life, burial customs, religious beliefs about afterlife (making it clear, as few books do
when written for younger children, that there is variation within religious groups and
that some people may belong to such groups but not share religious convictions),
normal life span versus early death by accidents or severe illness, and reactions to
bereavement. The book ends on an encouraging note, assuring the reader that time
does heal, commenting on how one can enjoy pleasant memories or treasure family
resemblances and taste. The text ends, as it beings, with "There is a time to be born, a
time to live, and a time to die." Books about death, old age, and grief have been
proliferating in recent years; this is one of the best.
Bitter, Gary G. Exploring with Pocket Calculators; by Gary G. Bitter and Thomas H. Metos;
photographs by Thomas H. and Jeffery T. Metos. Messner, 1977. 77-351. 64p. $6.64.
Following a brief historical review of devices and machines for efficient computing
R (from the abacus to the first electric-powered adding machine) the text describes the
4-7 operations of a four-function pocket calculator, giving many examples and problems in
a clear, succinct style. The authors add a few samples of tricks that can be done with a
calculator, suggest some of the machine's uses (comparison shopping, calculating
measurements for a carpentry project), and describe some of the special calculators
that are available on the market. Photographs and diagrams are nicely integrated with
the text; an index is appended.
Blue, Rose. The Thirteenth Year; A Bar Mitzvah Story; illus. by Ted Lewin. Watts, 1977.
76-54273. 85p. $5.90.
Barry is an only child and his parents are determined to make the party celebrating
M his bar mitzvah (the religious ceremony in which Jewish boys are admitted to adult
4-6 status) perfect. No expense spared. Barry becomes uneasy because his parents begin
to bicker and because his beloved grandfather seems increasingly frail. He discovers
that his father is having financial problems, opts for a simple home party, and proudly
goes through the bar mitzvah ceremony. When his grandfather dies, shortly thereafter,
Barry takes his place with the adult (male) mourners. The book is weakened by the
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repeated use of dialogue to give information about the ceremony and other aspects of
religious observance, as well as by the fact that such information almost obscures the
slight story line.
Bornstein, Ruth. The Dream of the Little Elephant; story and pictures by Ruth Bornstein.
Seabury, 1977. 76-27748. 27p. $6.95.
Very tiny and grass-green, the little elephant is jeered at by all the big grey elephants.
Ad Somewhere, he feels, there must be a place where he belongs, and he dreams of a land
K-2 with green grass and trees, with white blossoms falling and the sound of sweet singing.
He asks a bird, the waves, and the wind if they know of such a place; the wind carries
him across the sea; he asks other creatures and finally walks over the hills to just such a
land and there he is greeted by other wee green elephants who say "Welcome home."
The drawings are soft in mood and texture, the story gentle but unfocused, a quest-
dream (or a fantasy adventure?) that doesn't quite mesh gears. This may afford the
satisfaction of acceptance and belonging, but it has a static quality.
Brandenberg, Franz. What Can You Make of It? illus. by Aliki. Greenwillow, 1977. 76-44406.
56p. (Read-alone Books). Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.21 net.
When it comes time for Mr. and Mrs. Fieldmouse and their children to move to a
R new house, the various collections (milk cartons, orange juice cans, spools, etc.) pose
1-2 a problem. So seven moving vans are necessary. Then, once moved, there's the
problem of storage. Then visitors come and the rubbish has to be moved again, but
Uncle Alfred suggests that there are many things one can do with rubbish, so they all
pitch in and make snakes out of spools, cups out of egg cartons, opera glasses out of
toilet paper tubes, and so on, and everybody has fine time. The text moves slowly in a
thrice-repeated pattern, but this offers practice for beginning independent readers; all
of the objects made in the story are very simple, so that instructions aren't necessary;
and the book demonstrates both family activity and the possibility of imaginative,
creative play from scrap material.
Bridgman, Elizabeth P. All the Little Bunnies; A Counting Book; written and illus. by Elizabeth
P. Bridgman. Atheneum, 1977. 76-28815. 42p. $5.50.
A counting book that describes a very full day, moving from "One little bunny blows
M her nose" to "Ten little bunnies go to the store," and counting down to "One little
2-4 bunny puts out the light, and... all the little bunnies say, 'Good night.' " Nothing
yrs. unusual here, although any counting book is useful. The rhyme falters ("straight" and
"plates," "dress" and "best") here and there; the rabbits have faces that are blank
save for two dots for eyes, and there is little humor or originality to the concept or
execution.
Broaie, Deboran, ed. Stories My Grandfather Should Have Told Me; illus. by Carmela Tal
Baron. Hebrew Pub. Co., 1977. 76-48149. 113p. $6.95.
In an anthology of stories about twentieth century Jewish children in Europe, Israel,
Ad and the United States, two are written for the book, while the others are previously
3-5 published books or excerpts from books. Some of the contributors are Aline Glasgow,
Florence Slobodkin, Marietta Moskin, Marilyn Hirsh, and Sydney Taylor. The selec-
tions vary in quality and writing style; some of them have a strong story line or humor,
others seem concocted, like Cornelia Edwardson's "Miriam Lives in a Kibbutz" to
praise the kibbutz living pattern or, like "No, No, Not Haman" by Lilly Routtenberg,
to give information about a Jewish holiday celebration.
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Brown, Marcia Joan, ad. The Blue Jackal. Scribner, 1977. 76-54845. 28p. illus. $6.95.
Handsome four-color cuts, some of which are page-filling albeit dramatically com-
Ad posed, illustrate a book that is based on a story from the Panchatantra. On one page,
K-3 the dark background makes it difficult to read the print. When a hungry jackal jumps
into a vat of blue dye while escaping from some city dogs, he emerges with blue fur;
the forest animals are fearful and impressed when they see him and choose him as
their king. He chases other jackals away, but one day hears some of his own kind
howling and cannot resist answering. His disguise is penetrated and he is chased out
of the forest. Alone in a cave in the barren hills, he ponders, at the end of the fable,
"What is my place? My time? My friends? / Expenditure or dividends? / And what
am I? And what my power? / So one must ponder hour by hour." The moral of the
fable may be difficult for the read-aloud audience suggested by the format and the
simplicity of the adaptation.
Bunting, Glenn. Skateboards; How To Make Them, How To Ride Them; by Glenn and Eve
Bunting. Harvey House, 1977. 76-55528. 39p. illus. $5.59.
Skateboarding has grown from a fad to a sport, with all the fanfare of organized
R competition, its own terminology, and a formal organization. The first section of the
5-9 book gives instructions for making wooden skateboards, describes differences in
size, shape, and composition of skateboards and how they affect performance, and
offers suggestions for maintenance. Most of the book is devoted to photographs and
descriptions of basic and advanced figures, with a few pages that discuss safety. Like
any book of this kind, the instruction offered needs to be supplemented by practice
and personal instruction. The two-column format crowds the pages, but the di-
rections given throughout the book are clear, and-given the popularity of this new
sport-the book should be useful.
Burstein, John. Slim Goodbody; The Inside Story; design and photographs by J. Paul
Kirouac; illus. by Craigwood Phillips. McGraw-Hill, 1977. 76-56188. 44p. $7.95.
Performer in a "one-man health education musical," Burstein has appeared in
M person and on television with his message that the human body (which he describes)
3-5 is a marvelous mechanism and should be treated with respect. Unfortunately, the
message doesn't translate well; the photographs of Burstein make him look like a
buffoon, and the juxtaposition of rhyming text ("The truth can't be denied / my chest
is swelling up with pride /just look at all I've got Inside. . .") with diagrams, some of
which are in cartoon style (there are pipes and pipe fittings connecting heart and
lungs) is less informative than several other books on human anatomy and physiol-
ogy. Pages are crowded, and there is no table of contents or index. There is,
nevertheless, some sensible advice on health care.
Busch, Phyllis S. Wildflowers and the Stories behind Their Names; paintings by Anne
Ophelia Dowden. Scribner, 1977. 73-1351. 88p. $9.95.
Brief descriptions of fifty wildflowers incorporate explanations of the sources for
Ad their names, popular and/or scientific. However, in some cases, the explanations are
5- less than satisfactory: to say that another name for bindweed is lady's nightcap
because the flower resembles a lady's nightcap is not necessarily to evoke an image
for contemporary readers, and "Heartsease is a common name that probably origi-
nated in England" does not really give a story behind the name, as the book's subtitle
suggests. However, there is no inaccurate information, much of that which is given is
useful, and the illustrations (4/5 actual size) are by the peerless Dowden. Alternately
in color and in black and white, the paintings are useful for identification, but they are
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also valuable for the fidelity of detail, the meticulous reproduction of color, and the
grace of composition. An index of popular and scientific names is appended.
Cavanna, Betty. You Can't Take Twenty Dogs on a Date. Westminster, 1977. 77-432. 178p.
$6.95.
Because of her father's illness, Jo Redmond can't enroll in college; she decides to
Ad use the kennels and runs back of her home, purchased from a dog breeder, for a
6-9 summer boarding kennel. While the story has a slight plot thread (two strands: will
the project succeed; will attractive Steve Chance remain interested in her) it is
primarily an account ofJo's problems and plans. The writing style is adequate, but no
more; the characterization is adequate but without depth. The positive aspects of the
story are the believable and warm family relationships, Jo's dedication and her sense
of responsibility, and the sensible way in which she copes with practical and emo-
tional obstacles. For some readers, the affection for, and descriptions of dogs will be
an added appeal.
Caveney, Sylvia. Inside Mom; An Illustrated Account of Conception, Pregnancy and
Childbirth; pictures by Simon Stern. St. Martin's, 1977. 76-46380. 93p. $6.95.
Preceded by a brief discussion of conception and followed by an equally brief
R discussion of the needs and abilities of the newborn infant, this text gives a detailed
4-6 description of each stage of gestation, and of the birth process. The writing is direct,
candid, and dignified. The illustrations and their captions are of two kinds: some are
diagrams that expand the text; others are of tangential interest only, some with coy
captions that break the mood of the text or the visual flow of the material. A glossary
and an index are appended.
Coerr, Eleanor. Waza Wins at Windy Gulch; illus. by Janet McCaffery. Putnam, 1977. 76-
21224. 48p. (See and Read Books). $4.99.
Typical Western humor permeates some anecdotes about one of the camels that
R were brought to Texas in the mid-nineteenth century to be used as pack animals on
2-3 the trail to California. Coerr has put together some of the tales about one camel, the
camel driver "Hi Jolly" (buried at an Arizona site), and the chief mule driver,
"Dirtyshirt Dan." Dan detested the camels and tried, in the two anecdotes that are
included, to get Waza, the white camel, into trouble; each time his nefarious ploy
backfired and he got into trouble himself. The tales have a cheerful, bustling humor,
the earth tone illustrations have vigor, and the book should appeal to the reader's
sense of justice as much as to an enjoyment of the action.
Cole, William. Knock Knocks You've Never Heard Before; illus. by Mike Thaler. Watts,
1977. 76-30386. 91p. $4.90.
Like the Henry book, reviewed below, this is a compilation of "Knock, knock"
Ad quips that revive the lingering fad that was once a national rage. The quality is
2-4 variable; many of the punchlines don't answer the question "Who's there?"
"Dakota who?"-"Dakota fit fine, but da pants-a too big." "Tuscaloosa who?"-
"Tuscaloosa on older elephants." Some of the gags depend on the illustrations:
"Mecca who?" "Mecca noise like a duck," means little without the picture of a
hunter with a duck squatting on his cap. The illustrations are in cartoon style. Adults
may groan with dismay, but most children groan with delight at this kind of humor.
Conklin, Paul S. Michael of Wales; written and photographed by Paul Conklin. Dodd, 1977.
76-53431. 77p. $4.95.
Conklin begins with eleven-year-old Michael's visit to a crumbling castle, and-
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with the return home--describes Michael's family, house, street, school, town, et
Ad cetera. The major part of the text focuses more on the mining industry, mine con-
4-6 ditions of yesterday and today, and child labor in mining history, concluding with a
discussion of the waste and spoilage that are being cleaned up in Wales today, than it
does on Michael. This lacks, therefore, the personal touch that is in the Gidal
photo-essays about children of various countries. It does give a quite vivid picture of
a Welsh mining town, but it is weakened by extraneous photographs (a series of
miners' faces, a shot of a London street) and by some passages of exposition in which
the descriptions seem inadequate for comprehension by middle grades readers.
Corcoran, Barbara. The Faraway Island. Atheneum, 1977. 76-25152. 158p. $6.95.
Shy and timid, adolescent Lynn is apprehensive about going to school in Brussels
Ad for a year when her father gets a Fulbright grant. The alternative is to live with her
5-7 grandmother on Nantucket, so Lynn goes to the island, only to find her grandmother
has become vague and forgetful at times. She also finds the local girls unfriendly, so
she decides she will stay out of school when the term begins, but not tell Grand-
mother. She makes a pet out of a black lamb she buys from a neighbor, but doesn't
tell Grandmother. Increasingly concerned about the forgetfulness, Lynn resents one
couple's officious interference and the suggestion that the solution is a rest home. She
does make one friend, a boy, and she realizes that she must enrol in school, that she
must get a doctor to see her grandmother. The book has a quiet tone and sedate pace,
a strong evocation of the island setting, and variable depth of characterization; while
there is no strong story line, Corcoran does picture a credible change in Lynn as she
assumes responsibility and gains self-confidence.
De Angeli, Marguerite (Lofft). Whistle for the Crossing. Doubleday, 1977. 76-42323. 107p.
illus. $5.95.
A story about railroads is set in Pennsylvania in 1852. Eddie (age twelve, but
Ad looking and sounding younger in both illustrations and text) leaves a rural home to
3-5 move to Pittsburgh, making the first Philadelphia-Pittsburgh run on the Pennsylvania
Railroad. The story line is slight, the discussions and descriptions of early trains
having the dominant role in the book. While period details and railroad lore are
interesting, the narrative is almost lost in the information about the subject.
Dixon, Paige. Summer of the White Goat; illus. by Grambs Miller. Atheneum, 1977. 76-
25848. 105p. $5.95.
A high school senior, Gordon comes to a mountain hut in Montana to study
Ad mountain goats for a school project. While much of the information in the text is
5-7 directly descriptive, focusing on one nanny and her kid, there's a good bit that is
divulged through Gordon's taped observations, or through his personal encounters
with the nanny and other goats. The incidents involving Gordon contain a certain
amount of material not relevant to the subject, but they give variety to the text and
permit some comments that would seem extraneous in an authorial description, such
as Gordon's feelings of affection for "his" nanny and kid, and his feelings about
conservation of wild life. A list of facts about the mountain goat and a bibliography
are appended.
Goodall, John S., illus. The Surprise Picnic. Atheneum, 1977. 76-28455. 55p. $4.95.
In his usual format (half-page inserts between full pages) and with his usual animal
R characters, Goodall tells a story without words. Clad in beruffled Edwardian cloth-
3-5 ing, a cat and her two offspring set off with laden baskets and an umbrella for a picnic
yrs. in a sandy cove. They row across, building a fire, and spread their goodies on a
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rock-but the rock proves to be a large turtle who retreats into a cave and eats the
picnic food. The rowboat has drifted off in a rising wind, and it's raining. The baskets
and umbrella are used as boats; the family reaches a rock in the sea only to be blown
into the sky; clinging to each other and the umbrella, they land on a steep roof, slide
down to the doorstep, and are offered a sumptuous picnic by the hospitable owner.
And so, home, and to bed. Easy to follow, filled with action, the story is quite up to
Goodall's usual standard.
Gordon, John. The Ghost on the Hill. Viking, 1977. 76-28316. 171p. $6.95.
First published in England, this is a curiously sedate ghost story that moves at
Ad minuet pace through the cross-currents of relationships among a small group of
8- people in an English village. Grace Jervis and her son Ralph have come back to live
in her girlhood home, and Grace is frightened by old Mrs. Goodchild whose son,
Tom, had died years before. But Mrs. Goodchild still talks to Tom; she talks about
him as though he were alive. Ralph is attracted to a pretty local girl, Jenny; Jenny
loves Joe; Joe works for Mrs. Jervis and finds her attractive; Jenny and Joe quarrel.
When Joe's mother, who had been Grace's best friend, dies, Jenny becomes fright-
ened. It all comes to a mild climax when Joe and Jenny appease Tom's ghost on the
anniversary of his death, Midsummer's Eve. The characters are adequately drawn,
but their dialogue is often disjointed. Both the characters and the situation are credi-
ble, and there is no conflict between fantasy and reality, but the fantasy element is
diffuse and inconclusive, overburdened by the slow pace and the sometimes tangen-
tial intricacies of the relationships among the characters.
Greenfield, Eloise. Good News; illus. by Pat Cummings. Coward, 1977. 76-54900. 27p. $5.95.
James Edward comes home from school enthralled by the fact that he can read.
Ad Three new words are on a piece of paper in his pocket, but James Edward looks at all
K-2 the signs he passes on the way home with anticipation, for he now knows he will be
able to read anything. Wanting Mama to be the first to know the good news, he bursts
into the kitchen. Mama is tense and busy, and tells her son she'll listen to him later;
he tries again after a bit and she says, "Not yet." Defeated, James Edward tells his
baby sister, too young to understand, but he's bursting with his good news and has to
tell somebody. Mama doesn't come off very well in this story, first published in 1972
by Drum & Spear, and newly illustrated here with rather unflattering pictures of a
black family. The writing style is not as deft as Greenfield's later work, but she
conveys nicely a sense of James Edward's elation (the original title was Bubbles, for
the bubbles of laughter when James Edward and the baby play) and draws a tender
picture of the affection between the two children.
Gutman, Bill. Duke; The Musical Life of Duke Ellington. Random House, 1977. 76-8138.
184p. illus. $6.95.
As the title makes clear, this is a musical rather than a personal biography. There is
R brief mention of Ellington's parents and his childhood, only a passing reference to a
7-10 marriage that soon ended in divorce, and one photograph that includes Ellington's
son, by then a man of middle age. The bound-in pages of photographs otherwise
focus on Ellington and his band or other musical colleagues, as is fitting for a book
that describes the musical influences on Ellington, comments on~musical forms, and
gives, in thoughtful detail, the stages of his career as pianist, entrepreneur, showman,
bandleader, and composer. The book is useful as a contribution to musical history in
the United States, and fascinating in the colorful depiction of the life of travelling
musicians. There are comments included that make clear the problems black musi-
cians had on the road, and there is massive evidence that Duke Ellington's position
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as one of our great men of music is as recognized abroad as it is at home. An index
and a partial discography are appended.
Hall, Carol. I Been There; illus. by Sammis McLean; conceived by Northern J. Calloway.
Doubleday, 1977. 76-52618. 40p. $5.95.
While this tale of a child's daydreaming meanders a bit, it has a casual warmth that
Ad is almost affectionate, as an impish black boy mulls over the idea of being in outer
2-4 space. Nobody black has been there-yet. His friends are explicit about how as-
tronauts get there, but he thinks it's just as much fun to go in his mind, and so he
imagines; and the big, colorful pictures reflect the jeweled hills, the craggy castles,
the monster-bat he eludes and outwits and finally beats at shooting baskets. Then he
hops a bus home. "And now I say I been there. But they don't know." And the child
sits, in the last picture, with a dreamy smile of reminiscence. Not substantial, but
there are enough humor, action, and fanciful touches to achieve a palatable blend.
Hassler, Jon. Four Miles to Pinecone. Warne, 1977. 76-48562. 117p. $6.95.
Tom had wondered why his friend Mouse was being so mysterious about his
R job-night work, he said, with a fluctuating income-until he caught a glimpse of
6-9 Mouse and his partner robbing a store. Tom, who worked there, couldn't bring
himself to tell the police. Then Tom went to his uncle's resort near Pinecone and
discovered that Uncle Chad's friend Lester was the thief who'd been stealing motors
from boats. He took the truck that Lester and his buddy were loading, and drove
it-with difficulty-the four miles to Pinecone to report to the sheriff. Lester had
begun with petty thievery, so Tom decided that he'd better report Mouse before he
moved on to more serious crime. All of this is framed by Tom's assignment: write a
story to make up for missed assignments, or fail sophomore English. This first novel
uses the story-writing frame deftly, has good style and pace, adequate characteriza-
tion, natural dialogue, and a realistic ending: Mouse is hostile and sullen toward
Tom, and Tom feels an uneasy guilt.
Hayes, Geoffrey. The Alligator and His Uncle Tooth; A Novel of the Sea. Harper, 1977.
76-21387. 88p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Tired of the routine and crowding at home, Corduroy Alligator eagerly accepts a
Ad chance to visit an aunt who lives in a coastal town. He discovers that the "old
3-5 tramp" his aunt turns away is her brother Tooth; he finds Tooth and announces he is
a nephew. Framed by some dialogue that shows Corduroy's growing interest in a life
at sea (the two eventually go off in Uncle Tooth's repaired ship), the major portion of
the book is devoted to Tooth's tales of his adventures, replete with pirates, a mer-
maid, a cloud used for a sail, a heap of jewels that are the reflection of the moon in
water, etc. There's plenty of action, but the stories aren't quite believable even
within the fanciful setting, and the whole has an air of contrivance. The writing shows
potential for a future book.
Henry, Sarah Ann. The Little Book of Big Knock Knock Jokes; illus. by David Ross. Harvey
House, 1977. 76-55529. 27p. $3.49.
The popularity of this brand of nonsense humor is attested to by the continuing
Ad publication of books like this and Cole's "Knock, knock" book, reviewed above.
2-4 The jokes here are of the same kind, unabashed punning; they have a nonsense
appeal and, although they stretch word-play to a considerable degree, such books as
these may stimulate children's awareness of language.
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Hill, Elizabeth Starr. Ever-After Island. Dutton, 1977. 76-56859. 119p. $6.95.
Ryan and his sister Sara go, with their widowed father, to take part in a rather
Ad mysterious investigation of an uncharted island. Head of the project is the secretive
4-5 Dr. Moody Murk (Hill does go overboard on names: pale Dr. Dank is a mushroom
specialist, the "vine and fern man" is Professor Tendril, the experts on wind and
weather are Mr. and Mrs. Gust) and the crew that takes them all to the island have the
appearance of pirates. The island proves to be the home of fairytale characters, and
Ryan becomes involved in saving a mermaid and her enchanted prince, who is a fish
that offers fishermen a-wish-for-his-life. He also saves his father from the clutches of
an evil spirit and sees him happily married to a pleasant member of the investigating
team. All this involves elves and a fairy godmother and a wicked wizard and hobgob-
lins, and a great deal of magic. The few light touches come when the magic goes
astray. This isn't quite a successful blend of realism and fantasy; for example, the
captain of the pirate crew has a dagger in his teeth as he helps his passengers board,
but none of the scientists comments on it. The concept of storybook characters in a
last haven should have some appeal to readers of the genre, but the whole has a
concocted air, and the book is crowded with characters, some of whom have only
miniscule roles in the action.
Hoban, Russell C. Crocodile & Pierrot; by Russell Hoban and Sylvie Selig. Scribner, 1977.
77-73930. 21p. illus. $6.95.
Although this object identification book uses labels for some of the objects in the
Ad pictures, it has no running text. The story line is clear enough, but it's a tenuous line
3-5 and the whole is less cohesive and less amusing than Ten What? in which Hoban and
yrs. Selig created a counting book that was fresh and vigorous. Here a Pierrot steals a doll
belonging to a dozing crocodile, the latter gives chase and recovers the doll, and the
clown is so sad that the crocodile offers to share; the book ends with the two walking
off amicably, each holding one arm of the doll. The pages are filled but not crowded
with a variety of people and objects against such backgrounds as a neighborhood
street, a bridge, an outdoor market, a beach, a rural landscape, et cetera.
Horwitz, Elinor Lander. Madness, Magic, and Medicine; The Treatment and Mistreatment
of the Mentally III. Lippincott, 1977. 76-54760. 191p. illus. $6.95.
Comprehensive and objective, this closely-written text gives a detailed history of
R both treatment and theories of mental illness, from the magic rituals of primitive
7- peoples to the diverse and sophisticated forms of therapy practiced today. In the
course of the book, Horwitz describes the ideas of major physicians, so it should be
of interest to readers who are curious about medical history as well as those with a
specific interest in the mentally ill. The final chapters discuss various forms of lay
therapy (dance therapy, transcendental meditation, or Alcoholics Anonymous) as
well as the therapy practiced by professional people, and the various legal im-
plications of our laws that deal with mental illness: property rights, criminal re-
sponsibility, and the right to freedom. A list of suggestions for further reading and an
index are appended.
Jobb, Jamie. My Garden Companion; A Complete Guide for the Beginner; illus. by Martha
Weston. Scribner, 1977. 76-57675. 351p. Trade ed. $9.95; Paper ed. $4.95.
A large compendium of information about gardening has most of the facts that any
M neophyte gardener would want to know, but the material is not well arranged, the
4-6 tone occasionally is cute in an attempt to be informal, and the book has no index. All
of the usual basic information is included: how to prepare soil, plant and mulch, cope
with bugs, prepare compost, et cetera. Sources of obtaining help are cited, as are
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sources of supplies, and the book includes facts about flowers and vegetables (some
that are not common), and about gardens of all kinds and sizes. Older readers may
more profitably use standard gardening books that are more logically arranged and
that have better access to the information they contain, both because they provide an
index and because they eschew such chapter titles as "Being a Bee and Being a
Burbank," or "What Else Will You Find In the Garden?"
Key, Alexander. The Sword ofAradel. Westminster, 1977. 76-54893. 144 p. $7.50.
In a time-shift story that includes magic, dryads, a True Sword, a noble heir
Ad brought up as a peasant, and several other well-tried elements of fanciful and legend-
5-7 ary tales, a medieval pair moves to a contemporary setting in the final solution to
their quest. Brian the serf, taken in by a half-dryad girl, Merra, learns that he is the
true heir of Aradel; together they must-in two days-find the sword, which has been
taken to another time by Merra's mother. Their costumes and their speech cause
their arrest; they escape to their own time and place, come back to the present and
find friends on a museum staff who know of Aradel and help them. Brian and Merra
together fight the wicked Albericus who has held Aradel in thrall; he dies, and the
future is clear: Brian will rule, Merra will be his queen. The story has appealing
elements and a great deal of action and magic; it has a quest, it has the triumph of
good over evil. But it has, perhaps, too much: it is put together with some skill of
construction, but it is a collage of fantasy elements, overcrowded despite a discern-
ible pattern. The characters have no depth, there are instances of action dependent
on coincidence, and--occasionally-passages of florid writing.
Kroll, Steven. Sleepy Ida and Other Nonsense Poems; illus. by Seymour Chwast. Pantheon
Books, 1977. 76-43101. 27p. $4.95.
A collection of silly poems is illustrated by Chwast with figures and objects in
Ad broken lines and flat colors; most of the poems are brief, although the title poem is a
K-2 long, nonsensical narrative about a chronic sleeper who finally wakes up and im-
mediately departs for the moon. In some selections, Kroll is droll, examining such
everyday experiences as making beds (awful) after a restless night, or the difference
between climbing the stairs at night (apprehensive) or coming down in the morning
(secure). Other poems strain for sense-within-nonsense, like "Injections."
Whenever I get an injection / It hardly seems like perfection / I grimace and strain /
And laugh at the pain / And hope it won't change my complexion."
Larkin, David, ed. The Art of Nancy Ekholm Burkert. Harper, 1977. 76-54103. 92p. illus.
$15.00.
Although the tone of the text and the small print size indicate that this is primarily a
R book for adults, it should be of interest to young art students and, like any art book,
7- can be used for browsing by children too young to be interested in the text. It should
be especially appealing to children who will recognize some of the pictures from
books like The Scroobious Pip or The Nightingale; also included are some family
portraits, photographs of Burkert's sculpture, some pencil drawings, and-the major-
ity of selections-brush and colored ink illustrations in reproduction. Danoff's in-
troduction discusses the artist's career, her theories about art, and the techniques
and qualities of her art. The oversize format of the book offers a spendid showcase
for the plates that follow.
Lee, Robert C. Once Upon Another Time. Nelson, 1977, 77-23304. 153p. $6.95.
Bob Crawford, a middle-aged man whose children have grown up and left a home
in which Crawford and his wife, Carolyn, have long ceased to care for each other, is
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Ad hit by a truck while driving. When he recovers consciousness, he is in another time:
7-9 back in the 1940's, age fifteen, with everything as it used to be. He is aware of the
shift, half desperate at his dilemma, half delighted. With all the sophistication he's
acquired as an adult, he is able to approach girls (particularly Susie), punish bullies,
and play spectacular football. But-with all the knowledge he's stored, he can predict
details of the future, particularly military events. Vacillating between wanting to act
fifteen and wanting to divulge information, Bob is interrogated by the military, for
he's talked about the atom bomb-which is still top secret. The author solves the
problem of whether or not a changed past (in time-shift) affects the future by having
Bob, when he comes back to his own time after a seventeen-day coma, discover that
Susie is his wife. (Short shrift to his barely-mentioned children by Carolyn.) The
pattern of the story, a familiar science fiction device, has appeal; the writing style is
adequate. What weakens the book is the lurid episode in which the Nazis kidnap Bob
and Susie and in which their escape is not convincingly described.
LeRoy, Gen. Hotheads. Harper, 1977. 76-41519. 248p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
Twelve-year-old Geneva Michellini is one of the two hotheads in her family; her
R older sister Jo is moody but conforming, and her old-fashioned parents are quiet,
5-7 stern people. The other hothead is Bapu, the grandfather who lives with them, speaks
no English, and often terrifies the two girls with his surly ferocity. There isn't a
strong story line here, but there are strong characters; Geneva is a feisty child who
tells the story with gusto and credibility as she describes a Hallowe'en party that's a
fiasco, her disappointment at a party given by her sister's friend on the other (better)
side of the tracks, and her discovery that it's Bapu who's sabotaging a construction
project. Trying to help him, Geneva is picked up by the police-and through her
resentment and distress she comes to realize the old man's frustrations and knows
how much she really cares for him.
Schwartz, Stephen. The Perfect Peach; illus. by Leonard B. Lubin. Little, 1977. 76-51271.
48p. $7.95.
Lubin uses elements of Oriental art for his intricately detailed paintings in soft
Ad tones; full-page and full color, they add imaginative action to the verses that describe
K-3 the adventures of an eight-year-old unfortunately named Pee-chee, only son of an
emperor. So shielded that he is not allowed to play with other children, Pee-chee
steals off and rides through the land and into the skies on his tortoise; he merrily
plays tricks on the gods, beats the drums of thunder, and so on. Having turned into a
giant peach, the boy is rescued by the tortoise, flown home, and treasured (as peach
and, when he emerges, as boy) by the emperor, who promises that he will no longer
overprotect his daring son. The verses are deft and humorous, but the book is
weakened by the lack of variation in the pitch of the story, which moves from one
intense incident to another with no shading.
Seuling, Barbara. The Great Big Elephant and the Very Small Elephant. Crown, 1977. 76-
48173. 36p. illus. $6.95.
Three stories of friendship are illustrated with three-color drawings that are mildly
Ad humorous and mildly repetitive. In the first tale, the small elephant tries one dodge
4-7 after another to keep his friend from going on a trip; unsuccessful, he adjusts to the
yrs. waiting period and welcomes his friend's return when it is over. In the second story,
the big elephant takes over when his small friend is visited by a great-aunt, doing the
cleaning, cooking, and entertaining; third, the small elephant comforts the great big
elephant, pointing out that he may not be as good at games, but he's been an out-
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standing friend in many ways, including the episode of the great-aunt's visit. This
hasn't the tenderness of the Lobel stories or the humor of the Marshall books, but it's
adequate, both in writing style and as a testament to the give-and-take of friendship.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. I Don't Care; pictures by Lillian Hoban. Macmillan, 1977.
76-48251. 27p. $6.95.
When his blue balloon drifts off into the sky, Jonathan stoutly insists he doesn't
R care. In fact, he spends most of the day proclaiming his indifference, until he can no
2-5 longer contain his pent feelings of deprivation, and he howls his tearful way into the
yrs. house and up to his bedroom. Finally emerging, he announces that he's done with
crying, and his parents hug him and they all sit down to supper. Lightweight, but
tender, simply told and engagingly illustrated (a young black family in which, as a
bonus, a mother is depicted reading, which is rare for fictional mommies, black or
white), this captures nicely the determined stoicism that small children can often
muster.
Sobol, Harriet Langsam. My Brother Steven Is Retarded; photographs by Patricia Agre.
Macmillan, 1977. 76-46996. 26p. $5.95.
Direct and candid, illustrated with photographs that seem unposed, this is a good
R introduction to the problems of retarded children and their siblings, in a text that is
2-4 perceptive and sympathetic. Eleven-year-old Beth talks about her ambivalent feel-
ings about Steven, who is an older retarded brother: the relief she feels at being
normal mingled with her guilt at feeling that way; the embarrassment she feels when
her friends see Steven, the relief when they accept him; the resentment she feels
because her parents have to spend so much time with her brother, tempered by
compassion because he can't help it. Brain-injured during his birth, Steven cannot
walk or talk normally, and Beth sees the limitations of his adult life with somber
clarity. In sum, no dodging of the disadvantages of having a retarded sibling, but to
balance this, the book is pervaded by Beth's love, her knowledge that Steven needs
her patient understanding, and the open way in which she and her parents have
acknowledged the problems they share.
Spence, Eleanor. The Devil Hole. Lothrop, 1977. 77-909. 215p. Trade ed. $6.50; library ed.
$5.61 net.
A teacher of autistic children, this award-winning Australian author depicts the
R effects on a family when the fourth child proves to be autistic. Spence is neither
6-9 didactic nor sentimental, although she gives an authentic and heart-wrenching por-
trayal of little Carl, and she avoids the case-study-fictionalized by focusing on Doug-
las, the second son of the Mariner family. A quiet and compassionate child, Douglas
takes more responsibility for the beautiful infant (so angry, so unresponsive) than do
his brother or sister. By the time Carl is three, his destructive violence leads the
Mariners to take him in for testing. When the diagnosis is made, they move from the
small town they love to Sydney so that Carl can attend a special school. But he lives
at home, and it affects every member of the family: Mother is exhausted, Father
changes jobs, family finances are drained, few friends come to the home, and days
and nights are permeated with Carl's screaming and his destructive behavior. The
oldest boy leaves home; Douglas becomes a student at a special school for the
musically gifted. The ending, in which Douglas has a long talk with one of Carl's
teachers, is sober and realistic in appraising the future, but it is weak in a literary
sense. The story has great dramatic impact and, while it deals with a serious topic,
provides enough action and development to have pace; the style, characterization,
and dialogue are excellent.
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Sullivan, George. How Do They Package It? Westminster, 1976. 76-18089. 144p. illus. $7.50.
In a crisp, energetic writing style Sullivan describes not only the various kinds of
R containers and seals used in moder packaging, but also gives some attention to
5-7 historical developments in the industry, to questions of consumer preference (the
resistance in this country to food in tubes), and to the ecological problems raised by
disposing of the empty packages: the need for more recycling, the use of waste for
land-fill, the environmental damage done by aerosol spray. Although the text does
not probe the question of cost to the consumer that results from unnecessary packag-
ing and package-advertising due to competition for sales, it is otherwise useful:
informative, well-organized, and clearly written. The photographs are of good qual-
ity; an index and a divided bibliography are appended.
Sylvester, Natalie G. Summer on Cleo's Island; story and pictures by Natalie G. Sylvester.
Farrar, 1977. 77-889. 38p. $7.95.
A family comes to a Maine island for summer vacation, and their cat, Cleo, prowls
M about through days of sun or fog watching the creatures of the beach, listening to bell
2-3 buoys, investigating the lighthouse or the lobster pound. The drawings are hand-
some, closely detailed in a manner reminiscent of Schoenherr, with fine parallel lines
and adept use of light and shadow in stark black and white. The story, however, is
almost completely static; save for one incident in which the cat goes along when the
son of the family goes fishing, she is stalking alone. The scenes may be evocative for
children who have visited islands or beaches, but for an audience that usually wants
humor or action, this may seem merely a catalog of sites and animal inhabitants.
Taylor, Theodore. The Odyssey of Ben O'Neal; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Doubleday, 1977.
76-23800. 208p. $5.95.
In a sequel to Teetoncey and Teetoncey and Ben O'Neal, the now-orphaned Ben
R decides he will leave Cape Hatteras and go to Norfolk to join a ship's crew. He has
6-8 said farewell to Teetoncey (Tee has gone back to England-he thinks) and hopes to
catch up, somewhere, with his brother Reuben, who is already at sea and doesn't
know of their mother's death. But Ben has underestimated Tee, who shows up on his
ship, having told the captain that she is returning to her home in Barbados. Again
pursued by the authorities, Tee (who has won the heart of every crew member) is
smuggled onto another ship-and both young people do get to England. The back-
ground for this plot is a colorful setting of shipboard life at the turn of the century,
with a broad and lively assortment of characters. Plenty of action, some humor, and a
brief postlude in which, in 1914, Ben explains what happened later; he and Tee are
married and are back in North Carolina.
Thayer, Jane. The Mouse on the Fourteenth Floor; illus. by Beatrice Darwin. Morrow, 1977.
76-40170. 30p. Trade ed. $6.50; Library ed. $5.61 net.
A country mouse inadvertently comes to the city, has adventures on a small scale,
Ad and-in a slightly contrived ending-is returned to bucolic safety. The drawings are
K-2 in magazine art style, with off-register colors over brisk line; the story is told with
practiced simplicity. Marvelous, a mouse who has been attracted by the odor from a
cheese cracker factory, is tossed into a delivery truck. The box he's nibbled is
thrown away at a supermarket, and Marvelous makes his way from floor to floor of
the high-rise the store is in. He gets some food, but most people chase him, as does a
cat; he terrifies a woman who is a lion tamer when they are alone in an elevator; the
tenants complain. Trapped on the fourteenth floor, Marvelous finally escapes when
the roof door opens. It is an official of the cheese cracker company, who has come to
persuade the supermarket to continue buying their product. Naturally, Marvelous
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gets into the helicopter and then is transported back to the countryside. Not substan-
tial, but the pace is maintained, the protagonist has appeal, and the series of con-
frontations with tenants has the kind of humor young children enjoy.
Tobias, Tobi. Jane, Wishing; pictures by Trina Schart Hyman. Viking, 1977. 76-27673. 44p.
$6.95.
Told almost entirely in dialogue, this is illustrated by Hyman's pictures (black and
Ad white for reality; soft, warm colors for imaginary scenes) with beautifully controlled
3-5 line and with humor that matches the dialogue or romantic with touches that echo
Jane's wistful dreaming. Jane Lang dislikes her plain name, her red hair and freckles,
her brown eyes. She wishes she had an irresistible smile, no chores, no siblings ...
in fact, she dreams of the fairy princess role. Her family's down-to-earth comments
puncture every fantasy, in a text that should afford wry amusement to readers who,
like Jane, wish for the impossible. The conclusion is abrupt: "But she didn't," which
picks up an earlier line of text, "So she decided to be happy anyway." The concepts
are rather more mature than the picture book format would indicate; the publisher's
suggestion, ages 6-9, presupposes that first-graders might be sympathetic to dreams
of romantic glory.
Waldron, Ann. The Luckie Star. Dutton, 1977. 76-30371. 165p. $7.50.
Quincy--or Ducky, as her family calls her, irritatingly-is a misfit. All of the other
R Luckies are creative and artistic; Quincy is interested in science, particularly in
5-7 astronomy. She'd always loved their summer home on the Florida coast of the Gulf
of Mexico, but she did feel that once, just once, they could stay in Houston for a
summer so that she could take courses in computer programming and astronomy.
The story of the summer includes a hurricane, finding sunken treasure, putting on a
traditional Summer Show, and making a new friend-but this is far better than most
it-happened-one-summer books: the characters are drawn with depth and insight, the
dialogue has vitality, and the writing has pace and polish. It isn't as cohesive as
Waldron's The Integration of Mary-Larkin Thornhill, but it's just as lively and
readable.
Walker, Diana. The Hundred Thousand Dollar Farm. Abelard-Schuman, 1977. 76-44320.
182p. $6.95.
In a family story set on Prince Edward Island, Marguerite McKinnon and her
Ad younger brother and sister are alerted by a dog to the body of Charlie, a very sick
6-8 young man who-it develops-has been left by the friends with whom he was travel-
ing. The McKinnons take him in, but are puzzled by his refusal to tell them anything
about himself. Working off his keep, Charlie saves the life of a small boy whose
father is a real estate developer; the man offers the McKinnons $100,000 for their
farm. They are at first ecstatic, later realize that Charlie is right: they've had peace,
family harmony, and enough to live on; since expecting the money, they've all
become a bit mercenary. So they decide to keep the farm, and the story ends with
Charlie (who had left home in anger) about to return to Australia and a rapproche-
ment with his father. The writing style is adequate, the characters and their re-
lationships solidly drawn, and the sense of family solidarity vividly depicted. The
story is, despite the basic competence of the writing, sprinkled with small errors (of
grammar or syntax, chiefly) and it is weakened also by the slow pace.
Wallace, Barbara Brooks. Hawkins; illus. by Gloria Kamen. Abingdon, 1977. 76-28319. 14 4 p.
$6.50.
The pontifical suavity of the imperturbable Hawkins, won by ten-year-old Harvey
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Ad Small in an "absolutely free" contest, is at first regarded by Harvey with dismay.
4-6 Part of the coupon had torn off, and he'd no idea that he might get the services of a
gentleman's gentleman for a month. Hawkins assists, regally, in several ploys, and
even influences Harvey and his classmates to improve their manners gand wear ties;
the story ends with Hawkins winning a permanent post with an elderly neighbor who
catches him and the persistent Harvey investigating her supposedly empty, haunted
house. The characters have more vitality than believability, but this is just the sort of
in-and-out-of-trouble slapstick humor beloved by middle graders, and the episodic
structure makes it a good choice for reading aloud.
Watson, Clyde. Binary Numbers; illus. by Wendy Watson. T. Y. Crowell, 1977. 75-29161.
33p. $5.95.
An unusually lucid explanation of the binary system begins with several examples
R of the simplicity and scope of doubling sequences. Watson then presents a chart with
2-4 numbers 1-15 in a left-hand column, and columns to the right that have spaces for
translating (under headings for 8, 4, 2, and 1) into binary numerals; a few are filled in
and the rest are left for the reader to figure out. A filled-in chart gives the answers on
the next page. With the suggested secret-message code that follows, it would have
been useful to have (or describe) a fifth column (16) to take care of translating
numerals over 15, but even with the omission, this stands as one of the simplest
descriptions of the binary system yet published for beginners, and the text is nicely
integrated with the helpful illustrations.
Wells, Rosemary. Leave Well Enough Alone. Dial, 1977. 76-42586. 218p. $7.95.
Dorothy, almost fifteen, has lied about her age in order to get a summer job taking
Ad care of the Hoade children, Lisa and Jenny. Their mother has just had a baby and has
6-9 told Dorothy that it is a mongoloid, that it is being kept in a cottage by a German
nurse, and that the children have been told only that the baby is ill. Impressed by the
wealth of the family, Dorothy also lies about her own family. A devout Catholic, she
is frequently smitten by pangs of conscience, but her curiosity leads her to more and
more snooping after she is told the mongoloid infant has died. Was it the child, or was
someone else buried in an adult-size coffin? She finds evidence of a crime, but
Dorothy's dilemma is that if she reveals what she knows, she will hurt an innocently
involved person. The characterization is strong and the dialogue natural; the story is
overcrowded however, with the mystery and suspense of the adult coffin, with
Dorothy's adjustment to a job and a situation for which she is equally ill-prepared,
and with the dominating theme of her struggles with her conscience and her reiterated
but abortive promises to herself and to God that she will stop lying and meddling.
Williams, Jay. The Reward Worth Having; illus. by Mercer Mayer. Four Winds, 1977. 76-
56135. 32p. $6.95.
Although this original fairytale is recommended by the publishers for ages 5-8, it
Ad seems even more appropriate, because of subject and print size, for the independent
3-4 reader. In picture book format, the story uses several traditional aspects of the genre:
three brothers, a comatose princess, a choice of gifts, a supernatural donor who
controls magical objects. The three brothers are soldiers; their choices-given when
they rescue a tiny man-are birds: one is gold, one lead, the third a live creature.
Gold coins come from the lips of the golden bird, the second produces fierce war-
riors, the third sings sweetly. Guess which brother chooses the real bird and later
revives the princess? Mayer's black and white drawings fill the pages, cross-hatched
to darkness, and their large scale makes them appropriate for showing to pre-readers
if the story is read aloud. The text has a hice flow which also indicates reading aloud.
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